Intro
Please reference the following information as our required submission of the third quarterly
report. We continued our efforts and made great strides supporting the goals of the SBA RIC. As
you review the included information, please reach out with any questions or requests for
additional clarification.

Program Actions, Activities, & Events
Throughout the third quarter, we were able to provide services and support to small businesses
on multiple fronts. Information is detailed in the sections below.
While working the execution of the contract, our team also continued strategic program actions
to continue our path forward. Examples of our work in this area include the following:

Utah Rural Summit
The Utah Rural Summit is the premier
rural summit with a rich history of
convening Utah’s top leaders and
decision-makers to influence the
economic viability of rural Utah.
Hosted in Cedar City on Southern Utah
University’s campus, the summit
provides the ideal platform where
partnerships will discuss some of the most influential topics impacting rural Utah.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Attendance over 400
Sept. 3-4, 2019
Hosted at SUU
Theme: Innovation through Entrepreneurism and Partnership
https://www.suu.edu/utah-rural-summit/
Event focus on entrepreneurship and innovation

UAMMI leadership attended the Summit where
we participated in a breakout training session,
provided booth participation, and hosted
discussions with several rural economic
developers and rural academia (introduction to
Mobile RAMP). This event was very effective
with engaging rural businesses and the local
leadership of USDA and SBA. Additional details
surrounding UAMMI’s Rural Summit
participation are outlined below:

Training / Outreach Session: SBA? USDA?
What Not Both? Making Federal Dollars Work for Your Rural Business.
•

•
•

The Small Business Administration (SBA) and USDA Rural Development are partnering to
promote stronger businesses and agricultural economies throughout the state of Utah.
This session is an opportunity to learn from representatives of the SBA and USDA on
how the federal focus on rural economic development can benefit your local economy.
The Utah Advanced Materials & Manufacturing Initiative (UAMMI) explain how their
partnership with SBA and USDA leads to improved outcomes and opportunities.
Attendees: Small businesses, entrepreneurs, lenders, and resource partners
Provided training on UAMMI – SBA RIC and USDA Partnership to approximately 20-25
small rural businesses.

RAMP at the Summit
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction of Mobile Ramp
Meeting with Economic Development Representatives from Wayne, Iron and
Washington Counties
Half a Day- @your community (sign up passed around – will be focus for delivery for Q4)
Advisory Sessions- Selected regional businesses
RAMP Meet-up - Training: Idea Validation
Expert Mentoring - to businesses and group

Governor's Rural Partnership Meeting
•
•

Following the Utah Rural Summit UAMMI was invited to attend the GRPB
The Governor's Rural Partnership Board (GRPB) is a statewide board designed to advise
the governor on rural economic development issues. The board includes the Lieutenant
Governor, industry experts, business people, state agency representatives, and higher
education officials. The board seeks input, studies the challenges and opportunities
facing rural Utah, and advocates for local, regional, and statewide needs.

CAMX – The Composites and Advanced Materials Expo
CAMX brings together all aspects of the world’s
composites and advanced materials communities
together for one all-encompassing event. CAMX is
where the industry meets to get business done and the
industry discovers the latest products, solutions, and
advanced industry technology.

UAMMI leadership attended CAMX and had the opportunity to meet with multiple companies
who provide potential for the development of Utah businesses. Additionally, the engagement in
events like CAMX are key for UAMMI to ensure we stay up-to-date and prepared to assist Utah
organizations with the latest developments in the advanced materials sector. A few examples of
business enagement at CAMX are included in our Cluster Training section below.

Program Strategic Tools and Efforts
Our team was also able to utilize valuable tools under the SBA RIC as setup and designed during
the first quarter. Information on those tools and applicable events tied to those tools are listed
below

RAMP
RAMP is a product/startup accelerator
fully dedicated to innovators utilizing
carbon fiber, advanced composites or 3D
printing as key components in their
product innovations. It is open to
innovators at different growth stages and
across a wide range of market sectors
such as outdoor sports and recreation,
medical devices, building construction,
aerospace, commercial drones and more.
Our spring Cohort was an overwhelming
success and provided incredible results
applicable to all of the SBA RIC’s defined
goals and objectives as detailed below.

Secured Commitment for RAMP Teams Contribution of $40k: Cash and In-Kind
Secured the funding commitment from both Grow Utah and the Davis County Economic Loan
Fund for RAMP 2020 cohort teams to receive tuition scholarships for their participation in
RAMP. Commitment is a total of $40k in cash and in-kind contributions.

RAMP Team Pitched to Major Funding Source

Member of RAMP 2019 Cohort received preliminary approval for $250k funding loan from the
Davis Economic Loan Fund. Funds to be used to expand the companies manufacturing and
product launch.

Provided On Going Mentoring and Advisory Assistance to 2019 RAMP Cohort
Members
Provided follow up mentoring and advisory assistance to members of the 2019 RAMP Cohort.
Assisted team members in preparing for and presenting to prospective investment and loan

groups for startup capital. Reviewed and revised pitch presentations and counseled on how
best to present their respective investment opportunities.

Prepared Mobile RAMP Program
Drafted and designed a Mobile RAMP program to be used in reaching out to rural based
entrepreneurs across Utah. The program consists of content to be delivered to selected
entrepreneurs whose businesses incorporate advanced manufacturing or the use of advanced
materials. The program includes on-site visits to targeted rural regions across the state, private
advisory discussions with selected businesses from reach region, invitations to participate in the
RAMP on-line training and advisory program, invitations to apply for RAMP 2020 cohort, and a
public training session on Idea Validation.

CONNEX (The UAMMI Supply Chain Tool)
Designed and constructed over the last year, this
custom database tracks the complex Utah
composites supply chain and identifies specific gaps
and areas of opportunity for new business and new
business services within the cluster. This tool serves
as a virtual collaboration center where business
needs are matched with new Utah business
partners, regardless of geographic location. In a
world of diverse and geographically dispersed
supply chains, a virtual tool allowing collaboration
is critical. The value of this tool is even more
significant considering the rural focus of the
regional innovative cluster.

UAMMI CONNEX Features Update
1. Added Improved Key Word Search Features
for Members
2. U.S. Consolidated Screening List "Blacklist"
tool notifying members of potential
"blacklisted" customers/suppliers deployed
3. Public search functionality added for non-members
4. Administration Features Added
a. Report view w/o downloading

b. Email push for member notification

Upcoming
1. Release of enhancements to CONNEX’s Supply Chain Visualization Tool - providing easy
to use search and view features of proximity and status of UAMMI supply chain
members

Activity Update
1. The team held in-person meeting with CONNEX
members Hexcel, TCR, Northrup Grumman and
Kihomac. These are small business companies or
large business looking to subcontract to small
business within the supply chain. CONNEX features
were highlighted and members provided excellent
feedback on current supply chain tool features as
well as features members would like to see in the
future. The meetings fueled increased activity on
CONNEX. The team also received an upcoming
visualization tool by i5. The visualization tool provides relevant capabilities and
proximity information based on user-entered search parameters.
2. Held one on one training and discussions with a large prime contractor in the area
showcasing CONNEX as a tool to assist with their small business subcontracting. The
meeting went very well. Ongoing discussions will be held to engage the contractor’s
Utah Purchasing Managers, Technical team and Program Managers, Diversity Small Business
Liaison Officers, and other associated prime contractors.

CONNEX Exchange Center
1. UAMMI has seen increased activity in the tool’s exchange center designed to connect
industry and academia with resource and material needs for workforce development.
2. Industry businesses are utilizing the exchange center to look for capabilities support,
especially from small business suppliers.

Outreach and Marketing
In order to increase the visibility of UAMMI to the SBA RIC target audience, UAMMI executed
extensive outreach and marketing efforts. A sample of those efforts is listed below for your
reference.

UAMMI Outreach- Newsletter
Issued a newsletter of the Utah Advanced Materials and Manufacturing Initiatives including
SBA-RIC efforts to some 2,400 recipients. The newsletter serves as the main outreach and
communication tool for the industry providing relevant information and insight into the Utah
industry.

UAMMI Outreach- Email Circulation
Issued four UAMMI emails to 2,000 recipients at each mailing promoting SBA-RIC initiatives,
Connex (UAMMI Supply Chain Tool), RAMP, relevant industry information and UAMMI events
follow up.

UAMMI Outreach- Website

Managed and updated the UAMMI website with
relevant industry information and key events and
new business opportunities. Website received
visitation of 600 per month with 1,800 visitors for
the reporting period.

Utah Rural Economic Summit- September
Cedar City, Utah

Hosted a booth and outreach effprt at the Utah Rural Economic Summit held in September at
Cedar City, Utah attended by over 400 rural industry, academia and economic development
representatives from across the state. SBA RIC and Mobile RAMP was introduced in a panel
discussion to attendees. The benefits of RAMP were explained, and regional leaders were
invited to participate in Mobile RAMP.

CAMX Trade Event- September, Anaheim, CA

Hosted a booth and outreach effort at CAMX- the national trade event for composites and
advanced manufacturing held in Anaheim, CA in September. The event was attended by over
8,000. Hosted a booth introducing Connex Supply Chain Tool, SBA RIC initiatives and RAMP
Accelerator to some 600 attendees. Followed up with 300 contacts from the trade show with
specific information.

Scheduled Mobile RAMP On Site Rural
Visits
Arrangements made to host Mobile RAMP at four
selected rural regions of the state. Site visits to be
held in the 4th Quarter of 2019.

Mobile RAMP Outreach Targeted
Underserved Areas- Iron County, Uintah
County, Duchesne County, Sevier County,
Box Elder County and Cache County
Mobile RAMP outreach targeted to traditionally
underserved areas of the state including the
counties of Iron, Uintah, Duchesne, Sevier, Box
Elder and Cache. These outreach efforts bring to
these regions RAMP services, advisory assistance,
and direct invitations to regional businesses. On
site visits of Mobile RAMP to be held in these
regions in the 4th Quarter of 2019.

Cluster Training, Engagement, and Assistance
Our team worked very closely with multiple inviduals and organizations in order to target our
support to their specific needs. The ongoing training and engagement provided by the UAMMI
RIC team continues to help foster growth and innovation in our cluster. While the following are
only a sample of the detailed activities and efforts executed by the UAMMI team, we believe
that illustrating a few items of interest is valuable to the SBA team.
1. Met with and mentored three students who have formed Neptune, Inc., a company that
makes a plastic packaging film based on chitin (shellfish shells) that is biodegradable in 5
days and dissolves in water in 60 seconds. The new student startup makes its plastic
alternative — chitosan film — from the stuff of shrimp and fungi. The key ingredient: chitin,

a natural polymer found in the cell walls of mushrooms and in the exoskeletons of shellfish.
The Neptune team took first (and was named crowd favorite) at BYU’s New Venture
Challenge and second in the BYU Student Innovator of the Year Competition, with winnings
totaling $10,000. The team consists of an economics major, a finance major and a chemical
engineering major.
Neptune recently received a request for quote on a major order from CH Robinson, a major
packaging company that wants to use the Neptune product for bagging grapes. Robinson is
excited about the new film and suggests that it will solve a huge problem for them. We
visited the Neptune fabrication lab and answered questions about production and
formulation to assist them in preparing for larger production.
2. Met with ATEK Defense System, a
manufacturer of person armor
systems. This company makes
bullet-proof vests and other
protective gear and also provides
bullet-proofing to vehicles and
buildings for use by the military,
police and other governmental
agencies. For example, they provide special glazing for windows and provide shields for
entry-way desks. The same people also have a company called Citizen Armor that provides
many of these same devices to a civilian population. Some additional products are made for
the citizen market. One product selling well is a notebook that can serve as a shield. We
were able to help them get a new source for Kevlar as their current source is back ordered.
We also helped them get started using the UAMMI Connex tool and that will help them find
equipment for special projects.
3. Worked with Conductive Composites to define a new product for the Department of
Defense. This product provides protection from electronic espionage. The product is based
on nickel-coated carbon fiber that is made into a part using the UAMMI additive
manufacturing machine. Conductive Composites is a small, rural company. A recent
development for this product is that the Federal Government has issued a RFQ on the
product and, of course, Conductive Composites is likely to get the contract. UAMMI will be
on a subcontract to make the product using the BAAM additive manufacturing machine that
UAMMI has. Assisted this company in resource connections for the use of both the SBA’s 7(a)
guarantee loan program in Pari Passu (equal lien position) with USDA Rural Development’s Business
and Industry (B&I) guarantee loan program in partnership with various lending institutions, these

loan guarantee programs could provide the access to capital that would be needed for this business
to potentially succeed in their growth and development.

4. We received a request from Rock West, a small Utah company that specializes in selling premade composite shapes. (The most common shapes are tubes, rods, cylinders, square
support tubes and similar “standard” shapes.) Most of these shapes are made over the
Internet to hobbyists and others who are making products such as drones, kites, etc. Rock
West recently received several requests for sales to overseas individuals and, therefore, the
company has asked UAMMI to help them understand and comply with foreign export laws
and rules. UAMMI has good connections with the World Trade Center Utah and we
contacted them for assistance. They have a person on the World Trade Center Utah board
who has extensive experience and will give Rock West assistance.
5. A small Utah company (Ekocoke) that invented an
ecologically friendly coking process (to make coke
used in making steel) has a potential customer in
China. A request was made by the Chinese customer
to verify that the Ekocoke process will work with the
particular coal that is commonly used by the Chinese
company. However, to verify the process capability
and to adjust the process appropriately, some samples
(about 100 pounds) of the Chinese coal is needed for
lab tests and small trials. However, China has strict
export rules and so the Chinese company has been
informed that Ekocoke needs to obtain an export license with China. Ekocoke contacted
UAMMI and asked for assistance. UAMMI contacted the World Trade Center Utah and
asked them to team with UAMMI and provide help. The Trade Center has contacts in the
Chinese embassy (made from previous trade missions to China) and asked them for
assistance. The process of getting a license is underway.
6. Worked with Solid Carbon Products, a women-owned small business, to determine the
technical properties of their carbon nanofiber product. Two varieties of the material were
prepared — standard and graphitized. They pelletized the material and gave it to us to have
it blended with plastics and injection molded into tensile bars. We took it to Orbit Irrigation,
a small business that does injection molding of sprinklers. We also obtained a mold from
Brigham Young University that makes standard tensile test bars and took it to Utah
company, Orbit, so that we could get standard test data. Orbit will do some tensile tests and
we will do some independently as a verification. If the tests reveal improved properties,
Orbit may be the first commercial customer for the nanofiber product.

7. While visiting Kihomac, a small business focusing on aerospace and advanced materials,
they asked if we could assist with a personal shield for ballistic protection. While helping
them with technical issues we asked how they were marketing the product. They indicated
that they were looking for an outlet. Since we are working with ATCS, who are also making a
protective shield device and have a partner with extensive marketing and sales capabilities,
we suggested that the companies get together to discuss this joint marketing possibility.
Also, ATCS is looking for manufacturing partners and Kihomac could easily become one of
those partners. Hence, the joining of the companies in these manufacturing and sales
efforts could be highly beneficial for both.
We set up a conference call and a
plant tour for ATCS to visit Kihomac.
The parties are signing nondisclosure agreements and
anticipate that Kihomac will make
the stiffeners for the ATCS product.
We will meet with the material
supplier for Kihomac at CAMX so
that we are prepared with special
stiffening knowledge for the product.
After signing mutual non-disclosure agreements, the visit of ATCS to Kihomac went very
well. ATCS personnel were impressed by Kihomac’s capabilities overall and their obvious
capabilities in making armor plates in particular. A bid will be created to fix a price for
making the initial plates for ATCS’s initial order.
8. While at Kihomac we noticed that they have a strong capability to machine Nomex
honeycomb. When we noticed an announcement in the UAMMI Connex (supply chain tool)
that a large prime contractor was looking for help machining Nomex honeycomb. We
connected the opportunity and the companies are in discussion .
9. We are working with Haydale on graphene products for enhancing the performance of
hydrogen storage tanks, especially in cooperation with Hypercomp. We continued that
contact at CAMX and also discussed the use of silicon carbide fibers for cutting tools. We
referred Haydale’s VP of global sales, Neil Taylor, to Janicki since Janicki has requested
UAMMI’s help in finding longer-lasting cutting tools.

10. We met with Mitsubishi Gas, a Japanese company that produces cyanate resins. These
resins have good radar transparency and, therefore, have value for several Utah companies
such as Kihomac that make radomes. Furthermore, cyanate resins have good high
temperature capabilities and, therefore, could be of interest as a supplier for TCR and for
companies that need higher temperature resins like Northrop Grumman and ACT Aero.
11. UAMMI joined The Graphene Council at CAMX so that we would gain improved access to
information about graphene and so that we could help Utah companies who are seeking
help with graphene additives. Terrance Barkan, Executive Director of the Graphene Council
was most anxious to have UAMMI as a member and he recognized the potential of Utah
companies using graphene in applications that can take advantage of graphene’s unique
properties, especially permeation control, electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity, and
enhanced stiffness.

12. Discussed the technical and business merits of McDougal and Norton licensing a carbon
dioxide sequestering technology from Brigham Young University (invented by Larry Baxter)
who has formed a company called Sustainable Energy Solutions to license this technology.
The plan we developed is to locate this technology in Carbon County, Utah adjacent to the
plant that will be built to make metallurgical coke (plant owned by Ekocoke). This plant will
sequester CO2 that can be used as an input for the Solid Carbon Products licensee plant in
Carbon County. The CO2 can also be used as an input for the Conductive Composites plant
in Emery County (about 30 miles away) that is to be expanded, in part because of UAMMI
efforts.
We are on the advisory board of the small company that makes nano carbon products (Solid
Carbon Products). We have also worked with Craig Eatough, founder of Combustion
Resources, a company (Ekocoke) that developed an environmentally friendly process for
making metallurgical coke. We invited Craig to be on the advisory board of the coal-tocarbon fiber project. He supplied tar from Ekocoke and it is used to make carbon fiber. As a
result of these contacts, we were approached by David McDougal and Jeff Norton,
investors, who are interested in obtaining a license from these companies and combining
them into an integrated manufacturing unit with a carbon dioxide sequestering process that

was developed at BYU. The investors wanted our opinion on the viability of the integrated
process, the likelihood of success, and some technical details on the various processes.
Met with Chuck Taylor, President
and CEO of Syberjet, a
manufacturer of corporate
airplanes in Cedar City, Utah (a
rural community). Syberjet is
preparing a flight testing of their
new corporate jet for midSeptember/early October.
When all of that is done,
production will begin in Cedar
City, Utah. UAMMI is prepared to
assist SyberJet through their
various needs as they continue to
develop as a rural small business. .
Theyplan to utilize CONNEX as a tool to find suppliers.
13. We visited Mauer Packaging, a maker of plastic pails and jerry cans in rural Cedar City, Utah.
The Cedar City plant is part of a national group (previously called Bway) and has distributed
manufacturing to supply their markets with minimal transportation costs. (The jerry cans
are quite large and cannot be nested, thus resulting in shipping being a major factor in
cost.) The plant has both injection molding and blowmolding machines. There are only 3
salaried employees (plant manager, maintenance supervisor, and purchasing manager) so
operations are quite lean. We were invited to visit again and help them get on the CONNEX
tool.
14. Met with Accelerum, who formed a formal company to make protective shield based on the
origami shield technology developed at Brigham Young University. The new company is
called Advanced Technology Compliant Solutions (ATCS). This is a joint venture between
Accelerum and US Defense Group Inc (USDGI). Based on discussions of USDGI with leading
police officers, a new product was defined. This product is a small shield (packaged in 1-foot
square size) that deploys to a 3-foot by 3-foot shield and is designed to protect the police
officer as he/she is getting out of the car. We assisted in setting up Connex for the
materials, identifying the location for cutting, identifying the source of a quilting machine,
identifying the sewing company, and identifying the assembly/packaging location. We also
helped train the hired engineer. ATCS is added to the UAMMI CONNEX tool and expressed

strong interest in using the tool to establish some key suppliers of materials and
manufacturing capabilities.
15. We helped ATCS identify a company in rural Utah that will do manufacturing of the personal
protective shield product. This company is Blacksmith International and they operate a
sewing factory in a 13,000 square foot facility in Price, Utah, a historically disadvantaged
rural area and another facility in Tremonton, Utah (a rural area). This company is associated
with the PTAC program from the Governor’s Office of Economic Development (GOED).
Blacksmith International is also now established on the UAMMI CONNEX tool.
16. Met with Mollie Hallerman, economic development chair for Parowan, Utah, about
increasing and broadening the business of Hans Ulrich, a precision machinist in Parowan
who would like to do more work in aerospace. We explored several paths to increase the
business and then discussed a unique capability for Hans based on some teaching he is
currently doing for special needs and other at risk teens. He developed a course for blind
children to learn NC programing so that they could do precision machining. We see a need
for such a program throughout the state and have discussed some steps where that
program could be funded.
17. Met with RS Technologies, a company that makes fireproof utility poles. This company
wants to build a new manufacturing facility and are considering St. George, Utah, a rural
location. The product will be made using fiberglass in a flame-retardant matrix. The
manufacturing will be filament winding and the unique feature of their design is that the
poles will nest inside each other so that a complete pole can be packaged in a container
that is only 8 feet long. Hence, multiple poles can be shipped on a standard truck. This
greatly reduces the cost of transportation. The company already has a major customer in
California as a result of the recent fires and the negative contribution that the existing poles
made to the conflagration.
18. We met with the technical officer of Continuum (preliminary name) who is starting a
composite manufacturing company and is looking at building a facility in Richfield, Utah, a
rural community. This company will manufacture bicycle parts on contract for other
companies and will also make proprietary sporting goods such as snowboards, skis, and
surfboards.
19. We met with Brian Orkin of Arsenal Capital Partners, a firm of investors that specialize in
chemical and material companies. This type of firm would be an excellent contact for
several of the small businesses in Utah that make resins, nanomaterials, and could be a
potential partner for the coal to carbon fiber business.

20. We met with Garen Murray at CAMX about a new company he is involved with. The
company is named Mountain West Converting and their interest is cutting and kitting
reinforcement materials and process materials for composite processing. They have a
cutting table with conveying capability. The company is located in Murray, Utah.
21. Granoc is a division of Nippon Graphite Fiber Corporation and they make pitch-based
carbon fiber. While at their booth at CAMX, we saw an amazing demonstration of the
energy absorbing/deflecting capability of a new fiber developed by Granoc. One layer of this
fiber seemed to have the capability of absorbing enough energy to prevent falling dart
breakage of a standard flexure specimen. This energy absorbing capability has obvious
advantages for the several companies in Utah that are working in armor and ballistic
protection. We will refer Granoc to ATEK, Kihomac, ACT Aero, and ATCS.
22. At CAMX we met with the General Manager of Global Sales and Marketing and a Marketing
application engineer for Teijin. We discussed the coal to carbon fiber project and they
seemed interested in being a partner assuming that the project can successfully move into
full production. They were also interested in supplying Utah composite parts manufacturers
and as Teijin has carbon fiber capacity. Several Utah companies could be interested in Teijin
products including Conductive Composites, Otto Bock, Freedom Innovations, and Advanced
Composites. Teijin also expressed an interest in gaining access to the UAMMI CONNEX
supply chain tool.
23. Vistek is a company that makes inexpensive presses that can be used for, mainly, nonaerospace applications and the CTO and co-founder, Jaron Kuppers, met with us at CAMX.
Several companies in Utah that are not in aerospace could use the types of presses that
Vistek makes. Some examples that we will refer include KLOS, Eclipse, ESI, and Continuum.
24. We met with Emmanuel Flouvat, one of the founders of MF Tech, a French company that
makes very flexible and inexpensive filament winding machines. Their technology uses
robots as the payoff head and thus eliminates many of the cumbersome parts of multi-axis
filament winding machines.

Summary
The above information is not all inclusive of every meeting, counseling service, or activity
executed by the UAMMI team, but this is a representative sample of the ongoing work during
the third quarter. We are very pleased by the success of our engagement and execution
activities, the wonderful event participation, growth and use of our strategictools, and
individual company assistance provided by the UAMMI team. We look forward to continuing
these strides with a successful 4rd quarter as we continue to support the SBA in the Utah region
through our SBA RIC Partnership.

